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En este artículo discutimos el efecto de una superficie sobre el
espectro de ondas de spin de un material ferromagnético. Se hace énfa-
sis en la región espectral donde las interacciones de intercambio (ex-
change) y dipolar contribuyen de manera significante a la energía de
excitación de las ondas. Experimentos recientes de dispersión de la luz
exploran la respuesta superficial de ferromagnetos en esta región. Se
revisa una teoría reciente de dispersión de la luz desde superficies
magnéticas.

ABSTRACf

In this paper, we discuss the effect of a surface on the spin wave
spectrurn cf a ferrornagnetic material. The emphasis i3 on the wavelength
regime where both exchange and dipolar interactions ccntribute signicant-
ly to the excitation energy cf the waves. Recent light scattering expe-
riments probe the 5urface response of ferrornagnets in this regirne. A
recent theory of light scattering from magnetic surfaces i5 reviewed.

l. mrRODUCrr ON

In recent ycars, a variety of experinxmtal rrethods have been used
to probe or excite surface waves on solids. lhere are numcrous classes
of surface wavcs, from acoustical IOOdes(1) (Rayleigh waves) with fre-
quency in the microwavc region or below, thc surface polaritons with
frequency that n~y range from the infrared up to the ultraviolet(2).,

The purpose of the prescnt paper is tú discuss the very striking
and unusual properties of a surface wave of m..'1gneticcharactcr which
can propagatc along thc surface of a ferrornagnct, when thc magnetization
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Hes parallel to the surfacc. hhilc this wave has becn knO\</l1 to theo-
rists [ar ncaTl}' twenty years (3), as far as the prescnt authors are
aware it has beco studied experimentally enll' very recently far a geo-
fretry that may be reganled as wc11 approximating the semi- infini te geo-
rrctry assumed in the simple theories. Early studies of ferromagnetic
resonance in thin Eilms Jcal with ahsorption lines associated with excitation
of the surfacc wavc, but the spectra are influenced strongly by the
finito thíckness of the film(4). Wíthín the last year, very beautíful
light scattering studies of this mode have appearcd (S) . In contrast
to the micrO\~ave studies, the 1ight scattering cxpcrimcnt probes the
sUTface wi th photons of w3vclength very short compared to the linear
dírnensions of the sanqlle. Also, the experiments are perfonned wi th cx-
citing radiation absorbed strongly by the substratc. The incident pho-
ton thus samples only a thin layer within an optica! skin depth of the
surface.

In 5ection TI of the prcsent paper, we review properties of spin
wave excitations in ferrornagnets, both in the hulk and on the surfacc.
Here we sl~~rizc sorne recent work of the present authors which examines
the influence of cxchange interactions on the long wavelength response
of the surface region of the ferromagnct. In 5ection. III we discuss
the light scattering experiments, and summarize a recent thcory of thjs
phenomenon formulated by uso

I I. SURFACE AND BULK SPIN WAVES IN FERRCNAGNETS

It is well known that in the study of the lattice vibrations of
crystals, a convenient and rigorous dcscription of the vibrations oí
hannonic 1attices proceeds by introducing quantized waves oE excitation
ca11ed phonons. In a ferromagnct, at temperatures well below the Curie
temperature, where the spins are aligned to produce a satllration magnc-
tization Ms(T) at finite t~mperature T close in value to the magnetiza-
tion Ms(O) at T = 0, one introduces quantized waves oE excitation of the
spin system siw.ilar in many respects to the phonons of 1attice dynarrrics.
These waves are called magnons, or spin waves. In Figure (1), we pro-
vide an illustration oE the motion executed by the spin system, \\'hena
spin wave is cxcitcd. Each spin processes in an clliptical orbit as the
wave passes through thc spin system. If the wavc vector of thc spin



4wave is denoted by k, thcn for the projections
of the spin vector S of lattice site 1- onto the
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Fig. 1. (a) The spins fully aligned in the ferromagnetic ground
sta te. The external magnetic field Ho orients the
magnetization.

(b) A sketch of the spin metian when a spin wave is
excited.
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To calculate the frcqucncy n(k) of the wave, we nced to know the
nature oí the interactions betwcen spins in the system. For OUT purposes,
\I¡C are concenlcd with two intcractions oí distinetly different charac-
ter. These are

(i) The dipole-dipole interaction.
+ +SI and 52 separated by the distanee

1f we have two spins
-;12 ".,ith magnetic mament I-J

and

y(O)
l'

~' ( 3al/"Sil al/ ;5,) - rl'SI "s, )
r1,

(11. 2a)

(ii) lhe exchange intcraction

y(X)
l'

+ +
J S "s

1
(l1.2b)

TIIe exchange interaction, oí quantum mcchanical origin, is strong
and of short ranged. It acts only bctween neaTcst and next nearcst
neighbors, in mast magnetic ~lterials. The dipole-dipole intcraction
is ver)' mueh .•...caker than thc exchange in general, but plays and impor-
tant role because of it5 long rangc. As ane sees from Eq.(II.2aJ,
v~~) falIs off slowly with increasing distance, like r~~ .

From thcse two interactions, one may compute the frequency n(k)
, +(6)

of the spin wave of wave vector k . If Y is the &~romagnetic ratio,
thcn

y [(H + Ok') (H + +Ok')] 1/' (11.3)

"nere H is the strength of an external magnetic field applied parallel
to the magnetization, ~I is the saturation magnetization, D is a rreasure

s +
oE the strength oE the exchangc, and 8 the angle between k and the mag-
netization. Thus, the [rcquene)' n(k) dcpends on the d.<Jr.ecA..<.oY! as "'e11
as the magnitudc of the \v3Vevector.

There are two distinct limiting regimes that follow from Eq. (TI.3).

Quite general1y, H and 4nM are comparable in 1Il3gnitude and equal to as
few hundred or a few thousand gauss. 1f the wavelength is so long that
Dk

2
« H or 4TiM , then the frequcncy n (k) is dependent on the d{ltec,t¿on

+ s
of k, but not its magnitude. The excitation cnergy of the spin W3vehas
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its origin in precession about the Zeeman ficId, and in the m1croscopic
fields set up by \'irtue of the dipole-dipole interaction. lI'e refer to
this as the dA..pof..edom..inctted regime. In the opposite limit Dk2 »11,
4'n~ls' ""rehavc n (k) ~ yDk2• Here J in the exc.hange domi..na.ted Itegime, the
frcquency increases quadratically with wave vector k(7), and is iode--
pendent of direction.

In thc next portion of the discussion, we shall focus attention on
the dipole dominated regirne, where the role of cxchange intcractions may
be ignored. 111cnas we have seco, n (k) depends on the dircction of k.
If 8 = O, 50 the wave propagates paTallel to the magnetizatían, then
froln Eq. (11.3) n(k) = rll. This is the Larrnor frequency of pre-
ccssion cf a free spin. As e is increased, n(k) increases to the value
n(k) = rOIB)l/' at e = n/2, where B = Il + 4n~ls' Thus, in the absence of
exchMge, a11 the bulk waves lie in the frequency regirrc

-+ 1/2
rll ~ n(k) ~ )'(IIB) . lI'e shall refer to the band of frequencies between
r" ano r OIB) 1¡, as the bulo .p-iJI "",ve "'""ú6otd.

Undcr a variety of conditions~ surface spin waves may propagate
along the surface of the ferromagnet. These are waves of ~1gnetie exci-
tation quite similar to ocean waves. All spins which lie in a given
plane paralIeI to thc surfaee precess on an eIlipse of constant size,
~hiIe the sizc of the ellipse decreases exponentiaIly with distanee in
from thc surfaee. The sit~1tion is illustrated in Fig. (2). "hen the
surface spin wave is exeited~ the pattern oí spin deviations (in certain
simple cases) may be described by the expressions

llS (l~t)x

and

(I 1. 4a)

(jS (t,t)
y (I1.4b)

~kre 2 is the projection oí 1 onto aplane paralIel to thc surface and
iz is thc distancc of site l in from the surfacc. Also, kR lies in the
pIane of the surface, and n fit.) is thc frcquency of thc ~'ave of wavc

-+ s •
vector kf•

The propertics oí surface spin W3ves are most striking in the dipo-
lc-dominated rcgime. wherc the modes are ealled thc Damon-Eshbach waves.
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Fig. 2. A sketch of the pattern oi spin deviations present when a
surface spin wave 1S excited.

A mest unusual fcature is that the waves can propagate onl)' in one di-
rection 011 the surface; if one faces the crystal with the magnetization
directed upward, the surEace waves ma)'propagate fTom left to right,
but not from right to Jeft. t-lcre precisel)', if 8 is the anglc made by

k~ with the x axis, and the magnetization is along y, the waves ~~y

propaga te [or -8 ~ e ~ + e , where cos8 = (H/B) 1/2. lnc situation isc c c
illustrated in Fig. (3). Wethus have lUlidirectional propagation, where
energy ma)' flow in the surface wave in only the one sense oescribed above.

In the dipole uominateu regiJre, the frequency of the surface wave
O (k,) is
s "

1. [_H_ + B cose j2 cose (1 J. S)

where the angle e is given in Fig. (3).
cular to the magnetization), we have Os
toward e , the frequency n (k.) decreasesc s
"hene=e. c

For e = o (propagation perpendi.
y(H + B)/2, and as a incrcases

J/2to assumc the value y(HB)
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Fig. 3. The shaded area of the figure indicates the regime of angles
where the Damon-Eshbach surface spin wave may propagate.

For all values of e allowed far surface wave propagation, a compa-
rison between Eq. (11.5) and Eq. (11.3) shows that in the dipole domi-
nated regime the frequency of the surface wave lies above the bulk spin
wave manifold. If we then examine the influence oí exchange, one sees
that bulk waves become degenerate in frequency with the surface wavc.
This occurs through action of the Dk' terms in Eq. (11.3) which can up-
shift the frequency oí the surface wave, to make it coincide with that
oí the Damon-Eshbach wavc. In this circumstance, it is not possible to
sustain a true surface mode. If we propagate a surface wave clown the
system, the energy in the surface wave can "1eak" into the bulk oí the

material; in cssencc th~ surface wave radiates its energy away in the
fonn of bulk surface waves. Dne calls such a ITkJdea "leaky surface wa-
ve" else\..:here in the literature.

Matllematically, when exchange is added, the spin deviation associa-
ted with the surface wave no longer has the simple form given in Eqs.
(11.4). A full description of the wave requires three exponential func-
tions exp [-oi (kll).tzl to be supcrposed. One of the ni (kn) 's is pure
imaginary, and this portian of thc wave describes the "radiation" carried
off to the crystal interior.

We have recently completed a detailed and quantitative study of
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the
can

influence of exchange on the Damon-Eshbach wave. The fuI1 details
be fotU1d elsewhere(B). fleTe we confine OUT attention to a Stmln1ary

of the principal results.
One must first inquire how one is to study the radiative life-time

of the surface wave in the presence of exchange. \\le chose a rnethod di-
fferent than that cornmonly employed in the literature, but which we find
quite lUlarnbiguous and clear. By rneans of a method developed in Referen-
cé (8), we construct a spectral density function A(QII,n;:) with the fo-
llm:ing physical interpretation. Suppose ane penetrates a distance z
into the material from the surfaccJ and examines a slab of thickness
dz paTallel to the surface. If a Fourier decomposition of the spin f1uc-

~tuations wjthin the slab is made, then A(QI,n;Z) measures the amplitude-,of spin f1uetuations with wave vector QII and frequency fl.
We may now study the surface wave as follows. Piek a value oí z,

say •..- O whieh corresponds to sitting right at the surface. Pick a va-~
lue of Q 11 and scan the frequency fl. The Damon-Eshbach wave appears as
a peak in A(Qllfl;Z), as we shall see. The position oí the peak as a
function oí QII gives us the dispersion relation, and a study oE its width
as a function oí the exchange constant D gives us the radiative contribu-
tion to the lifetime oí the wave. We have carried out an extensive set

prohe the
in the 1a-

uses the computer to
experimentalist does

oí sueh calculations on a computer; one
response of the system very much as the
boratory.

In Fig. (4), we present a summary oí sorne oí our studies oí the
spectral density function. The calculations presume the ratio B/H to be
7, and we have a damping term in the equations oí mation also. The re-
laxation time t that enters the equations of mation has been chosen so
that (yHT)-1 = 0.01. Thus, even in the absence of the radiative damping
described aboye, each mode will have a finite Iifetime by virtue oí this
damping tenn. The aboye vaIuc oí T is typicaI oí that found in ícrromag-
nctic resonance experiments; we may then examine the conditions under
which the radiation dan~ing domina tes the dissipation in the spin system.

In Fig. (4), a measure of the influence of cxchange is provided by
the paraJreter Wx = D kij/yH, where k¡¡ is the wave vector of the surface
wavc parallel to the surface. In Fig. (4a) , we pIot the spectral densi-
ty íor w 0.01 and various values of the propagation angle e in Fig.x
(3) . For 8 in the range O<8< O.3n, the radiation damping plays li ttle
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Fig. 4. We show here the spectral density for surface spin fluctua-
tions for various propagation angles and (a) Wx = 0.01 (b) Wx = 0.1
and (e) Wx = 1.0. The parameter Wx = O k~/H, and frequency is mea-
sured in units of YH, i.e. w is the spin wave frequency in units of
yH. The calculations are performed for the ratio 8/H = 7.

role. As e increases to Se = O.37n, and the surface made frequency sinks
toward the top oí the bulk spin wave manifold, it is cvident that the
surface wave peak broadens substantial1y, as one sees íTom the cune
¡abeled e = 0.35rr. This is tbe effect of the radiation damping. Far
e = O.40rr, and angle beyond Se' ane sees a remnant of the surface mode
in thc form of a resonance within thc bulk spin wave manifold. We be-
lieve these spectral density studies provide a vivid picture of the man-
ner in which the Damon-Eshbach wave merges with the bulk continuum.

In Fig. (4b) and fig. (4c). we showthe eHect en tbe spectral den-
sity of increasing the exchange. For Wx = 0.1, where the exchange in-
teractions contribute very littIe to the excitation energy of the mode,
the radiation damping is qui te severe far a11 propagation angles. hhen
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Wx 1.0, so exchange, dipolar and Zecman contributions to the excita-
tion energy are comparable in magnitudc, in place oí the ~ell defined
sUTface wave peak of Fig. (4a), we have a broad heavily damped resonance
level.

In recen! 1ight scattering studies oí ferromagnetic sUTfaces, as
remarked earlier, the Damon-Eshbach wavc has becn studied under conclí-
ticos (in ane case) which approximate thase envisioned in the aboye ca1-

culations. We tum to a discussion of these experiments in the next
section.

111. LIGHT SCATIERING FRa.1 SPIN WAVESAl ~fAGNETIC SURFACES

After exanrining a numbcr of propertics of rhe Damon-Eshabach spin
wave in the preccding section, it is natural to inquiTe into how ane may
probe ar excite this wavc. It is of particular inteTest to excite waves
with wavelength sufficiently short [or the radiative leak to the crystal
interior to be appreciable.

A traditional way to excite spin waves is to use a thin film oí
ferromagnetic material placed in a microwave cavity. If the film has
thickness L and we think of only bulk spin waves for the moment, these
waves have quantized wavevector in the direction perpendicular to the
film given by k.l..<::mr/L, where n = 0,1,2 .... The experiments proceeds
by operating the cavity at fixed frequency, then bring the various spin
waves into resonance with the microwave field through changing an exter-
nal magnetic field. ~

}'k:>desexcitcd by this tC'chniquc have ••..:~ve vector kl parallel to the
surface very close to zero, simply because the rnicrowave fieId will be
very nearly constant evcrywhere within a small sample. TIle Darron-Eshbach
modc has becn studied in such experiments(4) , but the attenuation cons-

~ -1tant a(kll) of Eqs.(11.4) is of order L • i.e. the wave is reaIly a geo-
metrical resonance of the sample as a whole, and not a mede tightly bound
to the surface of a sampIe that is effectively semi-infinite in extent.

In recent months, a new experimental method has becn cmployed to ex-
cite bulk spin waves and also the Damon-Eshbach wave at the surface oí
a ferromagnet. This is the inclastic scattering oí light (Brillouin scat-
tering) from spin waves at the surface. The experimcnt is illustrated
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in Fig. (4). An incident photon with frcquency Qo and wave vector reo)
is incident on the sample surface. By means of a mechanism described
below, the incident photon "sees" thennally exci ted spin waves, and can
scatter off them inelastically. The photon scatters from a surface spin
".¡ave (or bulk spin wave) with wave vector in the plane of the surface
equal to kilo The scattered photon emerges with either the frequency ---

-+ -+(0) -+Q + Q (kll)and wave vector kll + kll parallel to the surface (anti-Sto.
o s -+ -+(0) -+
kes scattering) ar h'ith frcquency 00- 0s(kll) and wave vector kll -k¡!
(Stokes scattering). Detection of the frequcncy and directian oE the

+ +scattered photon thus provides both Qs(kll) and kll.
In the experiments reported to date scattercd photons lihich emerge

antiparallel to the incident photon are detected, as illustrated in Fig.
+(S). If a Damon-Eshbach wave is created, it has wave vector ku given

by znosin8o/c, where 60 is the angle of incidence. For visible light
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Fig. 5. The geometry employed in the light scattering studies of EuS
by Grunberg and Metawe, and of Fe and Ni by Sandercock and Wettling.
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incident on the surface, one has k!i ;:; lOScm-1
• severa! orders of magni-

tude larger than in the microwave studies. One i5 safely in the regime
~nere the sample may be presumed semi-infinite. For the ferromagnetic
metals, which have very large values of the spin wave exchange stiffness
constant D, we estimate the ratio Wx = O k~/H oí Fig. (4) to be large
enough far the radiatíon damping to be observed in the linewidth. We
are thus in a mas! interesting parameter regime.

The experiments are a150 performed under conditions where the suhs-
trate is opaque to the incident radiatían. In the Eu chalcogenides, ra-

o
diation beyond the absorption edge i5 used, to give a skin depth ~ lS00A.

o
In Fe and Ni, the skin depth is ~ lSOA far visible radiatían. For these
small skin depths, the Damon-Eshbach surface spin wave is a strong fea-
ture in the spectrom, not swamped by the signa1 from the bulk spin waves.

We have recent1y formulated a detai1ed theolY of light scattering
from spin waves at ferromagnetic surfaces, to obtain a quantitative des-
cription of the experiments out1ined aboye. The theory is described in
detail elsewhere. Here we outline its principal featurcs.

The first question to address is how the incident light "sees" the
thennal fluctuations in the spin system. As the spins fluctuate, the
dielectric tensor of the material al so fluctuates. \\leare concerned
here with spin fluctuations of wavclength long compared to the lattice
constant, so these effects may be described through use of a continuum

~theory. Let ÓE u(x,t) be the f1uctuating part of the die1ectric tensor,~ ~ ~
and SA(X,t) the spin density at point x and time t. In continurnm theory
we write

óc lx,t)
~u

(l1I.l)

"he re a particu1ar1y complete discussion oE the coefficientes K~VA and
~u,\ó was presented a nl.lJli)erof years ago by Landau and Lifshitz (10).
hhi1e ~UAÓ is symmetric under interchange of ~ and u, K~UA is antisym-
rretric lmder interchange of these indices.

The contributions to the first term (~UA) on the right hand side
~ ~of Eq. (111.1) that come from Sx(x,t) and Sy(x,t) describe scattering

events in "hich a single bulk or surface spin wave is creatcd, as do the
terms in the second term (~UAÓ) in SzSx and SzSy' We thus have two
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physically distinct tenms which cauple the incident photon to spin waves.
These tcrms intcrfere coherently. to produce sorne striking features in
the spectrum notcd bclow.

The calculation oC thc spectrum of scattercd light is presented in
detail in Reference (9). The proceuure is as follows. One WTitcs do~n
~bxwell's equations far a material with dielectric constan!
E (xr) = e: ó + ó (. (x, t). Befe £ is rhe complex dielectric constant

lJU lJU lJU ...•.
oí rhe substrate in the absencc of spin fluctuations, and ó£J,JJx.t) is the
fluctuating part dcscribed in Eq. (lII.1). In OUT work. in the interests
oC simplicity,\<.'c take rhe tirre independent tcnn to be isotropic, evcn
below rhe Curie temperature v,:here the spontancous magnetization imparts
a gyrotropic charactcr to the diclectric constant. 'Ihisapproximation
is readily lifted, ir dcsired .

We then proceed by treating the scattering produced by the fluc-
tuating part O£ (x,t) of thc dielectric tensor by mcthods of scattcringuu
theory, to find the component of scattcred light first order ino£ (x,t).

uuThe light scattering efficicncy can be found, and related to the same
correlation functions <s (xt)S (x'tl» examined in the studies oí the

u uspectral density function slUJlnarizedin Section II of the present papero
'Ine shape of the spectra are in excel1ent accord with the data, and here
we prcsent a sumrnaryoí sorneoC our theoretical spectra.

In Fig. (6), we show a light scattering spcctrum for scattering írom
the surface of Fe. A magnet ic field of 2 Koe has been prestured prescnt,
while the incident light makes an angle of 18° with the normal to the
surface. The wave vector k" is perpendicular to the nlgnetization. Fre-
quencies are measured in l.U1its of yH in the figure, so the frequcncy
shifts of the light are in the GHz range.

There are two striking fcatures in the spcctrLDn. The first is the
dr~1tic asymmetry hctween the Stokes and the anti-Stokes side of the
spectrum. In mast circumstances encountered in Brillouin spectroscopy,
\o.henthe frequency shi [t n of the scattered light is very small compareu
to kBT/ñ, a condition very well fulfilled here, the Stokes and anti-Sto-
kcs spcctra forromirror i~1gCSoC each other. In thc present case, the
intense line on the anti-Stokes side of the spectrum centered about the
dimcnsionless frequency -7 is the scattering from the Damon-Eshbach
surfacc spin wave made. 1ñis linc is rrrissingfrom thc Stokes side oí
the spectrum.
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Fig. 6. A theoretical calculation oi the Brillouin spectrum fer scatter-
ing from spin waves at the surface oí Fe. The angle oí incidence 1s 180,
and the wave vector transfer 15 perpendicular to the magnetization. Fre-
quency is measured in uni ts oí yH. A more detai led description oí this
material can be found in Reference (8).
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Fig. 7. A theoretical calculation oí the Brillouin spectrurn fer scatter-
iog from spin waves at the surface oi EuO. The wave vector transfer is
perpendicular to the magnetization. The angle oi incidence is 45°, and
frequency is measured in units oí yH. A more detailed description oí
this material can be found in Reference (9).
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One can see that this is a Jirect consequcnce of the "one-sided"
nature oí thc Daroon-Eshbach surface wavc dispersion Telation. If we
considcr a fixed scattering geonetry, with the ~ectionoí the incid-
en! and scattercd photon both fixed, then a surface mode "hich partici-
pates in a Stokes proccs5 (spín wave created in the scattering event)
necessarily has wave vector opposite in sign to ane "hich participates
in an anti-Stokes event (spín wave destroyed in the scattering event).
If ~I lies within the shaded regions allowed for propagation of the
Damon-Eshbach wave (see Fig. (3)), then -~I lies outside. Thus, if the
surface spin wavc appcars on the anti-Stokes sirle oí the spectrum, as
in Fig. (6), it is necessarily absent from the Stokes side. If the
magnetic ficId is reversed in sign, with a reversal oí thc magnetizatían
direction 35 a consequcncc, the sUTface spin wave pops ayer from the
anti-5tokcs to the Stokcs side of thc spectrum. That this is so is
verified in the experincnts(5).

A second striking feature in the spectrum displayed in Fig. (6) is
thc hroad, asymmctric band that sets on at a frequency of ~ 3.5 on both
sides of the spectnun.and falls off slowly 3S the frequency incrcases.
The origin of this part of the spectrum is scattering from bulk spin
wavcs. ~lC sees a broad spectrum from these modes rather than a well
defined line, beeause in the presenee of a finite skin depth, wave vec-
tor eomponents no~,l to thc surface are no longer eonserved in the
seattering evento Bulk spin waves with wave veetors as large as the in-
verse of the skin depth o ~'y then participate in the scattering(ll).
Spin waves with wave veetors as large as this have excitation cnergies
influenced importantly by the exchange contributions D k' in Eq. (11.3).
It is this high frequcney "exchange tail" that produces the radiative
damping diseussed in Seetion 11. The light scattering spectra thus re-
veal the averlap in frequcney betwecn the bulk spin wave band and the
DaIOOn-Eshbach wavc that is rcsponsible for this effect. Unforttmately,
thc cXl~rimcntal spcetra reported to date do not have sufficient resolu-
tion to measure the intrinsic width of the Damon-Eshbach mode. We hope
that further cxpcrirrental work will allow direct study oí the leaky
nature of the Damon-Eshbaeh surfaee modc.

been
ture

In Figure (7). we shaw our ealculated spectra for EuO. ",hieh
studied by Gnmberg and Metawc. Again the surfaee spin wave
in the spcctnun appears on ane sirle of thc laser 1ine only.

has
fea-
The
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bulk spin wave featurcs now arpear as line structures, and the promin-
ent high frequency tail prescnt in Figure (6) is missing. There are two
reasons why this is so in [uD. First of a11, the skin depth in El1Jis

o
araund 1500A, a value an arder of magnitude larger than that in Fe.
l1ms, the breakdQ\omof wavc vector conservation nanual to the surface
is much less severe in EuO, campa red to Fe. Sccondly. the exchange
stiffncss constant D in Fe is very nuch larger than in Eli); the faet
that thc Curie tempcrature of Fe is over 1000K, whilc that in EuO is
only around 80K provides a rough calibration of the reJative strength
oí the exchange interactions.

It is also noteworthy that there is a large asyrnnetry in the 5to-
kes/anti-5tokes intensity in the bulk spin wave lines in the spectra.
As pointed out 50rretime ago by Wcttling, Cottam amI Sandcrcock(12), thc
physical origin of this asymmctry is in thc interfcrence between the
first and sccond tenns on thc right hand sirle of Eq. (111.1). 80th
tcnms contribute to the scattcring cross section, as remarked earlier.
Onc must add together the contribution from eaeh to the mat~x etement
for the scattering process before squaring the ~'trix element to fOl~
an expression for the final scattering cross section. The two tenms
interfere constructivcly on one side of the laser line, and destructi-
vely on the other.

We believe that the light scattering method described hcre will be
a powerful means of probing spin fluctuations at magnetic surfaces. Fu-
ture experirnents should explore scattering from surface spin waves with
wave vector titled away from the perpendicular to the magnetization.
Such a geometry with improved resolution should allow direct examanation
of the leaky character of the Darnon.Eshbach surface spin wave. In addi-
tion, any perturbation of the magnetic response in the near vicinity of
the surfacc should be rcvcaled through study of the frcquency of the
wave, and the temperature variation of its frequency.
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